


Physics 24 TestLevel Problems for Recitation 19 

E 1. Two parallel coaxial coils (not straight wires!) with equal diameters carry two different G? electric currents. IF the cl rren s flow in the same direction in both wires, where is the net 
magnetic field caused by these coils equal to zero along their common axis? 
[A] ha1 f-way between the coils 
[B] somewhere along the common axis of the coils, but closer to the larger current 
LC] somewhere along the common axis of the coils, but closer to the smaller current 
[Dl at the center of the coil with the smallest current 
[El none of the above 

2. A cyIindricaF conductor of radius R = 2.50 cm carries a current I=  2.50 A along its length. 
The current is uniformly distributed throughout the cross section of the conductor. 
(a) Calculate the magnetic field at r = R12. 
(b) Find the distance beyond the surface of the conductor where the magnitude of the magnetic 
field has the same value as the field at r = RJ2. 



Sectht 2%.5 Magnetic Field of a Ebular Current Loop 
Z8.24 Calculate rhe magnitude and d~mcrron nf the niagnelic field 
at point P due to the current in rhe sem~rirculnr sec~ion of  wire 
shorn in Ag. 28.39. ( H i m  D o c s  the cumnt in the long. straiphl 
secth  of the wire produce any field at P) 
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conductor and tube carry equal §a". d l  = A  zh&' 
cumnrs I in oppositc directions. 
The currents arc distributed uni- 
family over the cross secrions nf Figure 28.42 Excrclres 28.32 
eat h conductor. Derive an and 28.33, and Problem 28.70. 
cxprcssion for the magnitude af 
the magnctic field a) at points ourside the central, solid conductor, 
but inside the tube (a < r < h ) ;  b) at points outside the tube 
(r  c). 

28.37 A magnetic field-of 37.2 T has been achieved at the MIT 
Francis Bitter National Magnetic Laboratory. Find the current 
needed to achieve such a field a)  2.00 cm from a long straight 
wire; h) at the center of a circular coil of radius 42.0 cm that has 
100 turns: c)  near the center of a solenoid with radius 2.40 cm, 
length 32.0 cm and 40.000 turns. 
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28.72 A conduaor is made in the form of a hollow cylinder with - - 

inner and outer radii a and 6, respectively. I t  carries a current I ,  
wnifmnly distributed over its cross rectlnn Derive expressions for 
thc rnagnirude of the magnrric field In the regions a) r <a: /" 



Physics 24 Special Homework Assignment #6 

A very Iong wire carrying a current I has a perfectly 
circular loop of radius R in it (the wire is continuous 
and is insulated so there is no contact where the wire- 
crosses over Itself). Determine the magnitude and 
direction of the magnetic field B at the center of the 
circular Imp (point P).  Your analysis must begin I ,  
with starting equations. Express your answer using 
unit vector notation. 


